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Abstract

This is a linguistic study of the EFL textbooks Wings 6 and Wings 9 which are used in Swedish 

schools today. It is a partially quantitative and partially qualitative study which sets out to look at  

the representation of gender in the narrative sections of the two textbooks. The texts are looked at 

with consideration of four different linguistic aspects, namely female/male visibility, activeness,  

relational/occupational terms and verbs. A historic and linguistic background is provided through 

the presentation of  previous work within the fields of gender and language, gender and EFL 

material and discourse analysis. The findings show that since the 1970's, little progress has been 

made concerning the representation of female and male characters in  EFL textbooks. This study 

also exemplifies the fact that different methods although within the same field of research and 

applied to same material can produce different and sometimes even contradictory results.
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1.Introduction

In 2006 The Swedish Agency for Education (Skolverket) published a report on the role of teaching 

aids in Swedish schools (Rapport 284 Läromedlens roll i undervisningen). In the report 75% of  the 

participating Swedish EFL teachers in grades 5-9 stated that they with few exceptions utilize a text  

book when teaching (Rapport 284 Läromedlens roll i undervisningen, p.71). This indicates that 

even today when competing with more dynamic media the text book is still a predominant teaching 

aid. The same year The Swedish Agency for Education released an additional publication revealing 

clear cases of gender bias in text books for social science, history, religion and biology (I enlighet  

med skolans värdegrund). These reports have their roots in the very core of the Swedish school 

system, namely the policy documents or steering documents from 1994. They state that:

“Skolan har en viktig uppgift när det gäller att förmedla och hos eleverna förankra de grundläggande 

värden som vårt samhälle vilar på. Människovärdets okränkbarhet, individens frihet och integritet, 

alla människors lika värde, jämnställdhet mellan kvinnor och män samt solidaritet med svaga och 

utsatta är de värden som skolan skall gestalta och förmedla.”

"Schools have an important role to convey and with the students anchor the fundamental values upon 

which our society rests. Inviolability of human dignity, individual freedom and integrity, the equal 

value of all people, observance of equality between women and men and solidarity with the weak and  

vulnerable are all values that the school should represent and impart." (My translation)

This is a policy that in its turn rests on the foundation of the UN children's commission. As agents in 

the Swedish school system, by implementing theses democratic values we ipso facto raise the future 

citizens of our democratic society.

 

The principle of discourse analysis states that language and texts of different sorts directly 

and indirectly constitute the world we live in and can both reinforce as well as defeat injustices in 

our society. This is why the importance of non gender biased textbooks has been so asserted by The  

Swedish Agency of Education. If texts used in educating students today display a clear gender bias, 

then  those  ideals  will  travel  with  the  students  from school  into  society  and  perpetuate  social 

inequality between the sexes. Therefore it is in extension important to look at exactly how gender 

bias is manifested in textbooks in order to provide a steppingstone for the process of eliminating it.

It  is  evident  to  me  that  EFL text  books  used  in  Swedish  schools  need  to  undergo  scrutiny 

investigation similar to that conducted on textbooks for social science, history, religion and biology.  
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For this study I will do a discourse analysis on the texts in Wings 6 and Wings 9  to investigate how 

representation of gender is conveyed in the two textbooks.

1.2 Aim

The aim of this study is to look at the narrative sections of two EFL textbooks from the series Wings 

to determine if they give rise to gender bias through the linguistic portrayal of the different female 

and male characters in the texts.
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2. Previous research and relevant theories

2.1 Gender and language

One of the first to problematise the interrelation between language and gender was Elizabeth Cady 

Stanton, who as early as 1898, in her book The Women's Bible, asserted that the use of the generic 

“he” in different forms throughout the Bible does not just undermine women's overall status but 

also “may give rise to many misunderstandings” (p.15). What misunderstandings may she be be 

referring to? This question is to some extent answered in the study “Sex bias in language use” by 

Moulton, Robinson and Elias from 1978. They set out to investigate what impact the use of generic 

he  in  texts  has  on  their  readers.  Their  study was conducted  among  226 male  and 264 female  

university students who were divided into six groups and asked to  each create  a story about  a 

fictional  character  from a  short  text  given to  them.  There  were  two  standard  texts  with  three  

different variations of pronoun -  his, their and his or her. In total six different texts one for each 

group. The two standard texts were: "In a large coeducational institution the average student will 

feel isolated in … introductory courses." and "Most people are concerned with … appearance. Each 

person knows when … appearance is unattractive." The results of the study indicated that the use of 

generic he is in reality far from generic and neutral. Even in a text of gender-neutral content, when a 

generic he is used the reader generally thinks of a male person. This study is also interesting with  

regard to the participants being asked to create  something themselves out of the given texts,  it 

clearly shows how ideas perceived through specific constructions and use of language in texts may 

take shape and travel into actual concrete manifestations. The findings in Moulton, Robertson and 

Elias study correlate to the principle of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis; that the way we use language to  

think and communicate, directly and indirectly affects the way we perceive, and function in, the 

world around us. In extent the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis also suggests that this interrelation between 

language and the meaning we give it is what creates and sustains the world we live in. Furthermore,  

interrelation between language and the meaning behind it makes up the very foundation that the 

theory of discourse analysis rests on and it  also plays in to Foucault's ideas of the interrelation 

between knowledge and power. Foucault asserts in Discipline and Punish : The Birth of the Prison 

that “there is no power relation without the correlative constitution of a field of knowledge that does 

not presuppose and constitute at the same time power relations”( p.27-28). In relation to gender and 

language this ongoing production and re-production of underlying meaning reinforces the need to 

carefully consider the impact of what to most people is just considered grammatical rules, such as 

generic he.

The  role  of  grammar  in  the  matter  of  language  and  gender  is  also  addressed  in 
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Communicating Gender by Suzanne Romaine who states that grammar “ is not just words that may 

be  used  as  rhetorical  resources  for  creating  a  social  reality  in  which  women  are  subordinate. 

Grammatical forms are also powerful tools in which linguistic subjects become constituted as social 

agents”  (Romaine,  1999:109).  She  also  points  to  the  reoccurring  linguistic  scenarios  of  male 

subjects as the “doers” and the females as objects of the action. With regard to Foucault this is the 

sort  of  linguistic  behaviour  that  then  perpetuates  real  life  objectification,  and  by  extension, 

exploitation,  manipulation  and  constraint  of  women.  In  Gender  and  Language from 2006  Lia 

Litoseliti addresses the issue of sexist language and she upholds that “If language is a powerful 

medium through which the world is both reflected and constructed, then it is important that sexist 

language should be both critically examined and questioned”(p.13).

2.2 Gender in textbooks

In 1978 Hartman and Judd wrote in their article  Sexism and TESOL Material about how in 1975 

the American organisation NCTE (National Council of Teachers of English) “adopted a formal policy 

statement which pledged to encourage nonsexist language and which was accompanied by official 

guidelines” (Hartman, Judd 1978:892), yet when they conducted their study three years later they 

found little, if any signs of this policy having been implemented. As they looked at the visibility of 

female and male characters in fifteen TESOL textbooks used in the USA and in Britain they found 

that the general ratio of female/male characters was around 30% female,  70% male.  They also 

stated that female characters in general were depicted, both in text and in imagery, as dependent, 

overemotional,  the butt of jokes, and in stereotypical gender roles. Six years later, in 1984,  Karen 

L. Porreca conducted a similar study where she examined fifteen ESL Textbooks, looking at what 

Hartman and Judd refers to as visibility, but Porreca refers to as occurrences or omission. She then 

looked  at  firstness  –  the  number  of  times  when  a  male  or  respective  a  female  character  was 

presented first in the texts, as well as occupational roles, nouns and adjectives. Her findings show a 

slightly more nuanced portrayal of women, but she still found evidence of an over all perpetuated 

gender bias throughout the textbooks. In her conclusion she also refers to what can only be assumed 

to be Moulton, Robinson and Elias study, as she states that that use of  generic he has been proven 

to rarely make people visualize both females and males. 

In 2000 Lorraine Evans and Kimberly Davies embarked on a  study with the aim to look at 

the portrayal of male characters and the representation of masculinity in elementary school reading 

textbooks.  In  No Sissy Boys Here:  A Content  Analysis  of  the  Representation of  Masculinity  in  
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Elementary School Reading Textbooks, they analysed a total of  82 stories from 13 textbooks which 

were targeted towards grades one, three and five of the American elementary school. Evans and 

Davies formulated an instrument based on Richardson's (1983) Guidelines and the Bem Sex Role 

Inventory  (Bem,  1981).  Their  approach  was  to  map  the  main  characters's  personal  traits  and 

categorise them as typically masculine and typically feminine to see what the results pointed to in 

terms of  representation of  masculinity  in  the textbooks.   The masculine traits  were aggressive, 

competitive,  argumentative,  decisive,  assertive,  risk-taking,  self-reliant  and  adventurous.  The 

feminine  were  nurturing,  affectionate,  tender,  understanding,  passive,  impetuous,  emotionally 

expressive  and panicky.  Evans and  Davies  found that  the  male  characters  in  the  texts,  though 

depicted with both typical masculine and feminine traits, still showed a majority of the masculine. 

They also found that the dichotomy between the genders was greater in the third grade readers. This 

the authors problematise by posing the question of there being an underlying purpose of initializing 

typical gender bias ideals before the pupils reach the age in which they are supposed to view each 

other as potential heterosexual partners. They also see the reoccurring pattern of masculine traits, 

though  sometimes  negative  such  as  aggressiveness,  being  more  “natural”  and  thus  always  in 

hegemony as oppose to feminine traits which when found in males, always  put male sexuality in  

question and are immediately labelled with terms like “sissy”.

Same year as Davies and Evans's study was published there were some new ideas presented 

regarding the actual impact of the textbook as a teaching aid. In  New Understandings of Gender  

and Language Classroom Research: Texts, Teacher Talks and Student Talks, Jane Sunderland poses 

the question; “Does gender bias 'in the text' matter?” (Sunderland: 2000:152)  She takes a stance in 

a somewhat discourse analytic approach and post-structuralist point of view where she discusses 

how one text can never say just one thing which, although true to some extent, is somewhat in 

conflict with the findings from the study of Moulton, Robinson and Elias, who also operated within 

the field of discourse analysis. Sunderland aims to draw the focus away from the role of the text in 

the classroom to the role of teacher talk and student talk in the classroom, as she argues that even in 

cases of gender-bias texts, the internalisation and reproduction of that gender bias within the reader 

can not  be  assumed,  since   all  texts  are  received differently.  Sunderland's  idea of  teacher  and 

student talks has become much referred to as an approach to further address the issue of gender bias 

in  textbooks.  One  study  that  in  its  conclusion  points  to  Sunderland's  approach  is  Australian 

English-language Textbooks: the Gender Issues, conducted in 2009 by Jackie FK Lee and Peter 

Collins who set out to look at 10 Australian-English language text books in order to determine how 

they depict women linguistically as well as pictorially. They sought to investigate texts by looking 
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at the male/female character ratio, the extent males/females were portrayed in social settings, the 

extent  males/females  were  depicted  in  domestic  settings,  the  visual  representation  of  men and 

women, which generic constructions were used, the frequency with which one sex precedes the 

other when both are referred to in a single phrase. In the pictures Lee and Collins looked at the 

number of men and females featured and what activities they were undertaking. The results were 

quantifiably presented in tables, one for each question. In conclusion Lee and Collins do state that 

there is  an awareness about  diminishing the use of gender biased language in  text books.  And 

though they see signs of that awareness, through the use of generic  they and the showcasing of 

women in non-typical female activities, for example, they find there to be a long way to go still, in 

order to fully com to terms with the issue. 

3.Material

The material for this study is two basebooks from the  Wings  series,  Wings 6  and  Wings 9. The 

Wings series is published by the Swedish publishing company Natur och Kultur, and it is and has 

been widely used in Swedish schools. The particular material for this study will be the feuilleton 

about the boy Simon who goes with his dad around the world to visit English-speaking countries in 

the Wings 6 basebook, and in Wings 9 the short story segments that tap into different “young adult” 

themes.  Both of the books are published in 2003, however  the  Wings 6 book is  a first  edition 

whereas the  Wings 9 book is a reissued version and was first published in 1997. There is a new 

Wings series that according to Natur och Kultur has undergone a “makeover”. However in the new 

Wings 6 the feuilleton about Simon is still featured and the narrative sections in  Wings 9 are still 

featured. The content of these two features may have been altered and may not correspond to the 

results of this study, however since old textbooks rarely are called back by a publishing company,  

the editions that this study handles are very likely still in use.
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4. Methodology

This study is neither solely qualitative nor quantitative but has features of both. The two basebooks 

Wings 6 and Wings 9 were chosen because they are in each end of the grade spectrum for the Wings 

series, and when analysed might or might not point to something regarding the representation of 

gender in texts targeted to pupils at different ages. 

In 2009 Sara Johansson and Kim Bachelder Malmsjö conducted a Linguistic study for their C-essay 

as  teacher  students  at  Malmö  Högskola,  called Gender  Bias  in  EFL  Textbook  Dialogues  

Könsfördelning i dialoger i engelska textböcker. Their material included the Wings series and their 

method was to  look specifically  at  the featured  dialogues of  the textbooks,  with focus on four 

different typologies, namely the number of initiated dialogues, turns taken, number of characters and  

words used, as to decide if there was any clear case of gender-bias in the textbook dialogues.

Although dealing with seemingly the same theme as well as the same sort of material, this study 

differs distinctly from that conducted by Sara Johansson and Kim Bachelder Malmsjö. This study 

will exclusively examine the narrative sections of the Wings 6 and Wings 9 basebooks. For Wings 6 

the focus will be on the feuilleton about the boy Simon, including the written dialogues as well as 

the sections called  Simon's diary,  the email  from Simon's brother Anson and the “Facts” boxes 

about the different characters and places. The different sections that call for some sort of interaction,  

such as hearing/speaking/writing exercises have not been objects for analysis in this study, on the 

sole basis that they in fact require interaction, without which an analysis is futile.

For the Wings 9 basebook the analysis will be of the eight short stories featured in the book.

The four aspects that this study will focus on are:

• Female/ male visibility

• Activeness

• Relational/ occupational  terms

• Verbs

These four aspects have been chosen with regards to the fact that they relate to each other and that 

they together provide a linguistic “red thread” throughout this study. They all correspond to the 

question of “who is in the text and how are they presented?”. Visibility and activeness are more on 

the general side and provides a steppingstone for the two later aspects. Relational/ occupational 

terms  represents  the  nouns  connected  to  the  characters  in  the  text  and  by  being  a  strictly 

grammatical aspect it then ties in to verbs, an aspect essential when looking at portraying gender.
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4.1 Female/ Male visibility 

 Looking at female/male visibility in this study simply entails looking at  the ratio of females/males 

in the text. It is what Hartman and Judd did in their study, and it can also be categorised under the  

term “omission”, which is what Porreca refers to in her study. However the connotations of that 

term suggest that one is in fact left out, whereas  the term visibility implies a more neutral stance,  

simply  looking for  what  the  text  displays,  without  any  presuppositions  that  something will  be 

omitted. In this study female/male visibility points to both the fictive characters of the narrative 

stories as well as any real persons mentioned, for example, as idols or role models of the fictional 

characters. This means that sex-specific pronouns that describes the characters have been taken in to 

account as well as the names of the famous persons mentioned in the texts, which due to these 

persons's recognition as public and well known individuals, somewhat legitimises the assumption of 

their  specific  sex.  There  is  one  case  of  “uncountable”,  in  the  Simon  feuilleton  mentioned  as 

“firemen” which will not be taken in to account in the quantification of female/ male characters. 

This is due partly to its somewhat ambiguous nature linguistically – it is a group of people and the 

the term “firemen” might or might not be a case of generic he – and also due to  the fact that it is  

only that one case. Had there been more then there might have been a reason for taking it into 

account.

4.2  Activeness

 The factor of activeness in this paper is not the same as the agent- theme principle that operates on 

a direct grammatical level, where in a sentence such as “Rita shuts the door” Rita, would be the 

agent due to her being the one who performs the action and the door would be the theme, since it is 

the noun which the action is aimed at. Regarding the term activeness in this paper it solely focuses 

on  which  of  the  characters  is  being  at  all  active  in  speech,  conversation  or  even  in  writing 

throughout the narrative texts in Wings 6 and Wings 9. The definition of activeness is determined by 

the question of who has a voice, hence who is speaking in the texts and who is only being spoken  

about or to by other characters, or spoken about by the narrator. It plays more on the matter of 

power and of discourse. It is reasonable to presume that the results would be  different  if activeness 

was measured by the agent-theme principle since that method  requires a closer analysis of the text.  

Activeness in the sense of this study is of a more general nature and thus produces a more general 

result.
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4.3 Relational/ occupational terms 

This aspect has been somewhat asserted in earlier research mentioned above. Hartman and Judd, 

Porreca,  Jackie  FK  Lee  and  Peter  Collins,  all  investigated  the  depiction  of  female  and  male 

characters  in  occupational  and  domestic  settings.  However  in  this  study  conducted  by  listing 

relational and occupational terms mentioned in relation to the different characters. Then the terms 

will be counted to see how many times each particular term is referred to. This might point to  

something regarding the representation of traditional, stereotyped gender roles. The instances when 

the occupational and relational terms are actually properly specified will be exclusively taken into 

account,  and not  for instance when a character is described  as working “at the theme park”.

4.4 Verbs

The final aspect  of this  study is  verbs.  It  connects  to the previous aspect  of occupational  and 

relational terms which are nouns and thus by looking at  verbs it  adds to and complements the 

grammatical aspect of this linguistic study. Verbs connected to female and male characters in a text  

may function as an indicator of gender bias in several ways. Mainly it is the matter of the question 

of who gets the textual and spatial permission of the action. A matter that again tunes in to the issue  

of power through discourse. The verb is according to Foucault the canvas on which language is 

painted,  and  he  recognises  the  verb  as  designating  “the  representative  character  of  language” 

(Foucault:1974:95). For  this  study  verbs  that  are  paired  with  the  characters  throughout  the 

narrative sections of the two  Wings basebooks are listed and then analysed with regards to two 

additional aspects; quantity and theme. Auxiliary verbs have not been listed unless as components 

of verb phrases. If one verb reappears in the text but in a different tense then in will not be counted 

twice but only be paired in the list together with its other tense. Verbs have only been listed in cases  

when the sex of the character is clear, and not in cases where  the pronoun has been they or we.
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5. Results 

5.1 Female and male visibility in Wings 6 and Wings 9

Table 1

Wings 6 Wings 9

Female Male Female Male

Visibility  
/Percentage  of total

8
14%

48
86%

25
40%

38
60%

Comments Female and male visibility

As displayed in Table 1 there is a clear over-representation of male characters in both the Wings 6 

and  the  Wings  9 basebook.  The  Simon feuilleton  in  Wings  6 basebook  contains  the  biggest 

difference in female and male visibility, with 8 female characters out of a total of 56. With this 

significant difference in percentage between the male and female characters in the Simon feuilleton 

it would even have been more adequate to use Porreca's term of use, omission.  In  Wings 9 the 

results show a more even female to male ratio, although the male characters are still outnumbering 

the female.

5.2 Activeness in Wings 6 and Wings 9

Table 2

Wings6 Wings 9

Female Male Female Male

Active
/Percentage of total

2 of 8
25%

5 of 48
10%

10 of 25
40%

19 of 38
50%

Comments Activeness 

Looking at the percentage in Table 2 of active characters in Wings 6 and 9 one sees that females are 

slightly overrepresented in Wings 6 and the males slightly overrepresented in Wings 9. The fact that 

the percentage in Table 2 does not show any grave over-representation in activeness of any gender 

can  be  considered  somewhat  positive. However  the  percentage  still  derives  from  the  results 

displayed in table 1, and the numbers as well as the percentage in table 1 did in fact show a grave 

overrepresentation of male characters. What is clear from the Table 2 results is that when looking at 

the percentage there is a less distinct gender-bias and thus that percentage can not stand on its own 

but need to be presented together with the actual number of female and male characters. 
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5.3 Relational and Occupational terms for female and male characters in Wings 6 and 

Wings 9

Table 3 Relational and occupational terms for female and male characters in Wings 6

Female characters Male characters

Relational terms Occupational terms Relational terms Occupational terms

Mom (2) Teacher (1) Dad (Pop) (4) Journalist (1)

Stepmom (1) Writer (1) Stepfather (1) Firefighter (1)

Grandma (1) Brother (1) English teacher (1)

Wife (1) Grandad (1) Shopkeeper (1)

Friend of Simons dad (2) Taxi driver (1)

Guide  (1)

Football player (4)

Musician (1)

Actor (3)

Comedian (1)

Film director (1)

Pop artist (1)

Basketball player (3)

Baseball pitcher (1)

Soul artist (1)

(Firemen)
 * The number within the parentheses signifies the number of instances that the term is mentioned. 

Table 4 Relational and occupational terms for female and male characters in Wings 9

Female characters Male characters

Relational terms Occupational terms Relational terms Occupational terms

Sister (2) Teacher (1) Brother (5) Store manager (1)

Mom (4) Policewoman (1) Friend (1) Pilot (1)

Aunt (1) Cousin (1) Paper man (1)

Wife (2) Dad (4) Bus driver (1)

Daughter (2) Stepfather (1) Police (1)

Boyfriend (1) Ladies hairdresser (1)

Girder cleaner (1)

Metalwork teacher (1)
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Comments relational and occupational terms

In Wings 6 there is a scarce disposition of occupational terms among the female characters. There is 

only the two terms “teacher” and “writer” mentioned, once each. “Mom” is mentioned two times in 

the category of relational terms which together with the prior results of visible female characters 

does display some cemented ideas of stereotype gender roles. The male characters on the other hand 

show a vide variety, mainly of occupational terms but of relational terms as well. There are four 

instances of “dad”. Simon's father is the responsible parent since they are on a journey together, and 

with the exception of one of the same-aged characters that Simon meets on his journey, they all 

mention their fathers. Only one mentions her mother, but only to tell Simon that she is dead. 

In  Wings 9  the display of female occupational terms is equally scarce. “Teacher” appears 

again, and “policewoman”. There are eight occupational terms for the male characters which are 

each mentioned once. The focus for characters of both sex here is on the relational terms. “Sister”,  

“mom”, “brother” and “dad” are all quite frequent in the text.This might be due to the fact that the 

texts in Wings 9 are targeted towards pupils of an age where social life and relations are in focus.
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5.4 Verbs in Wings 6 and Wings 9 (see appendix)

Comments Verbs

The table  5  for  verbs  in  Wings  6 and 9  spans  over  9 and a  half  pages.  Regarding the  results 

presented in the appendix, there is once again an obvious over-representation in favour of the male 

characters. Listed in the Appendix are 14 verbs connected to the female characters in Wings 6 and as 

for the male characters featured in  the same textbook there are 103 verbs. Regarding Wings 9 there 

are 123 verbs connected to female characters and 322 connected to male. This ratio in the Wings 9 

basebook becomes particularly interesting with regards to the female/male ratio in fact not being 

that  significantly uneven,  40% of  the characters were  female  and yet  the males  are  prescribed 

almost twice as many verbs as those prescribed to the females. It also does not quite correspond 

with  the  activeness-  results  which  shows a slightly  more  nuanced picture  when looking at  the 

percentage.

 Furthermore when looking at the list of verbs for male characters in Wings 9 one finds a number of 

different verbs and verb phrases that  all describe violent actions of some sort. Get jumped, kill, get  

mugged,  pulled  a  knife,  fought,  slugged,  fuming,  laid  into  (me),  slapped,  punched,  kicked, 

slamming, forcing (himself on her), threatened, bashed are some of the verbs that mark an action of 

violence in Wings 9. Whereas for the female characters there are only three: threw (herself), clobber 

and kick. In the Wings 6 basebook there are no verbs which in similar ways indicate violent actions. 

This is  most  likely with regards to the ages of the readers,  and what is  considered appropriate 

material for grade-six and grade-nine students to consume. 

Reconnecting to Romaine's point about males as doers and females as objects or receivers, there is 

another interesting find among the listed verbs.  Listed as number 256 it says “Shook hands” this is 

a verb that is allocated to a male character, he is the one performing this action and in the text the  

counterpart to that handshake is a teenaged girl. This is particularly interesting since it does take 

two persons to shake hands but in the text “Equal Rights” it is the man who conducts the hand 

shake, making him the subject  and the teenage girl the object. 
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6. Discussion

This study set out to examine the narrative sections of two EFL textbooks from the series Wings to 

find out if they give rise to gender bias through the linguistic portrayal of the different female and  

male characters in the texts. The principals of discourse analysis has laid as foundation for the 

assumption that gender-biased texts reproduce ideas of gender discrimination that then creates an 

unequal society for men and women. The results clearly show that there is an over representation of 

male characters in both the narrative feuilleton about Simon in the Wings 6 basebook as well as in 

the narrative short  stories sections of  Wings 9.  The male/  female ratio in  Wings 6 is in fact so 

significant that the term omission used by Porreca in her study in 1984 would have been more 

adequate.  However in Wings 9 the male to female ratio is more even, which would correspond to 

Evans  and  Davies's  findings  where  the  lower  grade  textbooks  displayed  a  bigger  dichotomy 

between the two sexes. But where as the Wings 9 textbook succeeds to display a somewhat positive 

result in one aspect it then fails at large in another. The Wings 9 basebook, although not showing a 

grave case of omitting women in the text instead omits them acting in the texts, by the gender  

biased distribution of verbs among the characters. This raises questions about an underlying purpose  

to inculcate in the younger pupils some version of traditional stereotype gender roles and in the 

older students more of an idea about the biological and behavioural differences between the sexes. 

When it comes to the linguistic aspect of verbs in particular, the nine pages long table in the 

appendix makes quite  an impact,  displaying a  significant  imbalance between the sexes in both 

Wings 6 and  Wings 9.  This is interesting to highlight in relation to what Foucalt states in  The 

Order  of  Things namely  that  “The  verb  is  the  indispensable  condition  for  all  discourse;  and 

wherever  it  does  not  exist,  at  least  by  implication,  it  is  not  possible  to  say  that  there  is  

language.”(p.93) So with text being language and the texts of Wings 6 and 9 not connecting anyway 

near as many verbs to females as to males it really is a way of unmarking the females from the map 

linguistically.  For where they do appear in the text,  they are not associated to anything of real 

meaning. This together with the stereotypical portrayal of women in occupational and relational 

roles would then send signals about where women “belong” and what they “belong” doing in life.

There is clearly a problem with these dichotomous representations of the female characters 

as passive and the males as active and more prone of violent actions. As in Evans and Davie's study 

it is not only girls who suffer from this dichotomy in their identity making, but boys always have to 

live up to what is “...associated with, man – that which is not female”(p.266) and thus never get to 

show indecisiveness or else they run the risk of being labeled as a “sissy”. 
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7. Conclusion

In conclusion, the results of this study – conducted over 30 years since Hartman and Judd published 

their – has shown that there is something similar to a regression in the representation of gender in 

these two textbooks. Women are once again being under-represented textually, they are less active 

as speakers, displayed in a more stereotypical way regarding occupational and relational terms, and 

they are described as less prone of action in general. 

 Nationally, an interest in linguistic studies of gender bias in EFL textbooks have been seen 

amongst teacher students in Sweden recently. This means that the Wings series has been under 

investigation in other C-essay studies, although then the  focus has been on the dialogues, which is 

not an aspect of investigation for this study and thus does not at all match the result of this study but 

points to a less grave display of gender bias. The importance of pairing method with material is not 

new, however it is paramount to recognise when dealing with scrutiny investigations such as the one 

that was conducted by the Swedish Agency of Education. This study together with others like this 

one has shown that looking at texts with regards to general linguistic aspects will produce evidence 

to whether or not a text in fact displays and reproduces gender bias. 

In the future, further studies can be conducted to explore representation of gender in EFL 

textbooks, both in depth and in scale. It would of course be interesting to look at the whole Wings 

series with regards to the four linguistic aspects used in this study as to see if the results corresponds 

to those presented out of looking at only the two textbooks Wings 6 and Wings 9. It would also be 

interesting to look at the new editions of the two Wings textbooks which were material for this 

study, and perhaps see if they have been altered to contain less gender-biased material. Also 

adjectives could be an additional aspect to look at in a complementary study. There could also be a 

shift in approach, from linguistic to literary, to look on representation in the text out of the theories  

by Stuart Hall and thus move into an more qualitative study and content analysis.
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Appendix : Verbs in Wings 6 and 9

Wings 6 Wings 9

Female Male Female Male

Teaches forget resolved Enrolled 1

Lives Live came protested 2

Playing (basketball) Works live said/saying 3

Being with friends Travelling remembers Gave (a shove) 4

Prefer Follow tries/trying seized 5

Play hockey Spend talk lives 6

Burn off (your) anger Stay read Stepped out 7

Died Mountain biking said wishing 8

Study Packing stood looked 9

Call Thought looked/looking guess 10

See Give stared hate 11

Shopping Stops refushed have 12

Travelling Watch shower Lone it 13

Meets Playing (basketball) screamed watch 14

Starts wispered see 15

Talking beat Cracks (a book) 16

Wanted Threw herself works 17

See wailed digs 18

Sitting standing Tries/ try/tried 19

Let held Understand/ understood 20

Come with Was killed hollering 21

Afford told treating 22

Write watching love 23

Find out put grinning 24

Fly calm Went on walking 25

Visit Fell out Thinking/ thought 26

Do (some work) Have sex Get jumped 27

Going (to Hong Kong) wrote Feel/ felt 28

Arrived went mean 29

Drove met spell 30
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Wings 6 Wings 9

Female Male Female Male

Felt Picked up steal 31

Says ran drive 32

Going to meet saw kill 33

Got back Slowed down Got into (trouble) 34

Promised strained Stay together 35

Take me to thought behave 36

Went up Could find Stay out (of trouble) 37

Wish realized Get caught 38

Running waited wear/wearing 39

Makes knew dress 40

Go hurried waited/waiting 41

Waiting leaned could 42

Gave rub Got off (work) 43

landed felt gone 44

Looking out wiped Walked along/ walking 45

Found Asked/ asking Have gotten 46

try Found Grown up 47

going Wondering consider 48

have missed Get to know 49

fishing read Get mugged 50

swimming moved/moving Would have come by 51

Got on touched asked/ask 52

dare turned use 53

jumps resting like 54

asks/ask wanted Decided 55

Look opened spotted 56

Likes Stepped out Got hold of 57

walk call scared 58

prefer headed knew/know 59

Play (football) kept hitched 60

Play (computer games) watch slouched 61

Surf (on the internet) managed wondering 62

Do sports Taking off Get away 63
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Wings 6 Wings 9

Female Male Female Male

Hang out blew remembered 64

Listen (to music) hear sweating 65

Bought stopped glanced 66

Tells froze stood 67

Catch removed Surrounded 68

Hear tugged smiling 69

reach building said 70

finds  Fell asleep cut 71

sleep Woke up Laughed/ laugh 72

answer noticed cussed 73

remain cried kept 74

wonders climbed need 75

Have lunch swim Pulled (a knife) 76

run received Flipped (the blade) 77

joked broken Backing up 78

read wearing sitting 79

Going mountain biking wonder fought 80

cleaning floating Tightened up 81

agree die slugged 82

guide Splash about Lay still 83

Playing mancala attract swearing/swore 84

Picked up bleeding realized 85

Set off Filled with hope Went wild 86

enter decide Started 87

Calls out Feel (sick) (better) put 88

know Throw up bit 89

Cant believe Drift off tasting 90

understands spots heard 91

planned kick stuffing 92

became learned Shut him up 93

return Starting left/leave 94

helped hallucinate lying 95

change scream gasping 96
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Wings 6 Wings 9

Female Male Female Male

grips stick Figure it out 97

drive fight hauling 98

Got robbed relax shaking/shook 99

managed drown meaning 100

Get hold clobber looks 101

called shopping rubbing 102

leaving replace jammed 103

wanted smarting 104

buying aching 105

enquiring bawling 106

Get up loping 107

leave rescue 108

slammed dropped 109

needed examining 110

saving Got cut up 111

treated wet 112

offers/offered pressed 113

accepts bleeding 114

collect showed 115

Coming back Get drunk 116

waving dancing 117

turned find 118

laughed touches 119

zig-zagged brushed 120

care knock 121

shouting spending 122

suggested arrived 123

tell/told/telling 124

Getting married 125

raised 126

On about it 127

Wants/ wanted 128

believe 129
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Wings 6 Wings 9

Female Male Female Male

End up 130

listen 131

Get stuck 132

give 134

Make sure 135

crack 136

allowed 137

react 138

bother 139

Go for it 140

Dreamed of 141

Pick (me) up 142

Press charges 143

stolen/stealing 144

Got (that) back 145

skiving 146

noticed/notice 147

Turned out 148

followed 149

nabbed 150

Bricked it 151

signed 152

Gone mad 153

Let him down 154

Going on about 155

Shown up 156

planned 157

endure 158

Kidding (myself) 159

Mess up 160

explode 161

calling 162

dare 163
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Wings 6 Wings 9

Female Male Female Male

Back down 164

fuming 165

Laid into (me) 166

slapped 167

punched 168

Speak up 169

let 170

deal 171

Measured up 172

grabbed 173

holding 174

spat 175

struggle 176

needs 177

pulled/pulling 178

kicked 179

ran 180

Slamming/ slammed 181

pretended/Pretending 182

talk 183

Having fun 184

Let up 185

Carry on 186

cry 187

Put his arm around (me) 188

pushed 189

shouted 190

answered 191

found 192

Forcing himself (on her) 193

Threatened 194

Stormed out 195

Driven off 196
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Wings 6 Wings 9

Female Male Female Male

Rolled down 197

Brushing of 198

bellowed 199

Walking in 200

finding/found 201

stared 202

refusing 203

relaxed 204

leaned 205

unlocked 206

taken 207

slumped 208

Reach out/reaching 209

moved 210

Touch 211

turned 212

Hold (her) 213

reminded 214

missed 215

lowered 216

promise 217

respect 218

need 219

moved 220

Begun 221

kiss 222

Take (me) home 223

tapped 224

Make certain 225

Put (the car) in gear 226

opened 227

joined 228

Jacked up 229
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Wings 6 Wings 9

Female Male Female Male

tightening 230

swung 231

wiped 232

Getting (a response) 233

tossing 234

Takes (them) off 235

swim 236

Getting weaker 237

pushed 238

capturing 239

hits/hit 240

lost 241

survived 242

Going for (his gun) 243

frowned 244

Give (you) a chance 245

Made up (his mind) 246

unwrapping 247

Burning (his finger) 248

nodded 249

fumbled 250

lifted 251

Laid 252

enjoyed 253

Getting cross 254

fiddling 255

Shook hands 256

knocked 257

Made a show up 258

collects 259

Sets out 260

guarded 261

Chased 262
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Wings 6 Wings 9

Female Male Female Male

choked 263

smell 264

Get rid of 265

bashed 266

throwing 267

reached 268

protecting 269

recognize 270

tugged 271

heaved 272

slipped 273

raising 274

flung 275

returned 276

worried 277

puffing 278

fell 279

placing 280

knew 281

wriggling 282

try 283

follow 284

search 285

Picked (himself) up 286

sniffed 287

Pressed on 288

stayed 289

Burst into 290

report 291

sighed 292

gulped 293

worked 294

liked 295
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Wings 6 Wings 9

Female Male Female Male

Spent (time) 296

Playing (football) 297

frightened 298

completed 299

Be able 300

showed 301

hide 302

Chucked (it in the bin) 303

indicated 304

failed 305

entered 306

glared 307

prodded 308

visited 309

studied 310

Catch up 311

Sagging (school) 312

Went along 313

learn 314

hairdressing 315

arranging 316

retire 317

write 318

earn 319

Packed up 320

Take a chance 321

collected 322
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